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Tau represents the subunit protein of one of the major hallmarks of Alzheimer disease (AD),
the neurofibrillary tangles, and is therefore of major interest as an indicator of disease mech-
anisms. Many of the unusual properties of Tau can be explained by its nature as a natively
unfolded protein. Examples are the large number of structural conformations and biochemi-
cal modifications (phosphorylation, proteolysis, glycosylation, and others), the multitude of
interaction partners (mainly microtubules, but also other cytoskeletal proteins, kinases, and
phosphatases, motor proteins, chaperones, and membrane proteins). The pathological
aggregation of Tau is counterintuitive, given its high solubility, but can be rationalized by
short hydrophobic motifs forming b structures. The aggregation of Tau is toxic in cell and
animal models, but can be reversed by suppressing expression or by aggregation inhibitors.
This review summarizes someof the structural, biochemical, and cell biological properties of
Tau and Tau fibers. Further aspects of Tau as a diagnostic marker and therapeutic target, its
involvement in other Tau-based diseases, and its histopathology are covered by other chap-
ters in this volume.

C
uriously, “Tau” the protein and “Tau” the

lepton were discovered in the same year,
1975 (Weingarten et al. 1975; Perl et al. 1975).

They have fascinated cell biologists and elemen-

tary particle physicists since then, yielded one
Nobel prize, and produced more than 5000

hits in Pubmed, including more than 100 for

the decay of the Higgs boson into Tau pairs.
For cell biologists, Tau was one of the first

microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) to be

characterized, named by Marc Kirschner when
his team was searching for factors that promote

the self-assembly of tubulin into microtubules

(hence Tau ¼ Tubulin binding protein). This

started a line of research centered around the
cell biological role of Tau as a stabilizer of

microtubules in neurons and other cells, with

important roles in cell differentiation and
polarization. Early milestones in this research

were the biochemical characterization of Tau

(Cleveland et al. 1977a,b), its up-regulation,
along with tubulin, during neuronal differen-

tiation (Drubin and Kirschner 1986), the dem-

onstration that it was mainly an axonal protein
in mature neurons (in contrast to the dendritic

MAP2; Binder et al. 1985), and the cloning and
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isoform characterization of Tau from mouse,

cow, and human (Goedert et al. 1989; Himmler
1989; Lee et al. 1988).

A second line of Tau research was triggered

by basic neurological research to identify the
components of the abnormal protein deposits

found in the brains of Alzheimer disease pa-

tients. One of them, Ab, was identified as the
core protein of extracellular amyloid plaques

by molecular cloning (Kang et al. 1987), and

the other, Tau, as the core of intracellular
neurofibrillary tangles by antibody reactivity

(Brion et al. 1985; Grundke-Iqbal et al. 1986;

Kosik et al. 1986; Wood et al. 1986). These
discoveries led to concerted efforts by cell

biologists and neuroscientists to elucidate the

physiological and pathological properties of
Tau. Human Tau and its splicing isoforms

were identified (Goedert et al. 1988), Tau-spe-

cific antibodies against normal and diseased
states were developed (Kosik et al. 1988; Wolo-

zin et al. 1986), abnormal posttranslational

modifications of Tau were identified (e.g.,
phosphorylation sites, kinases, phosphatases;

Biernat et al. 1992; Hanger et al. 1992; Goedert

et al. 1994), and the principles of abnormal
aggregation emerged (Wischik et al. 1988; Wille

et al. 1992).

Over the years, interest in Tau waxed and
waned, depending on new discoveries. After

the initial excitement, it took a slump when it

became clear that familial Alzheimer disease
(AD) was caused by mutations affecting amy-

loid precursor protein (APP) processing, and

therefore Tau pathology appeared secondary to
Ab pathology. Tau research was boosted by the

discovery that a number of neurodegenerative

diseases displayed Tau deposits independently
of Ab amyloid (e.g., PiD, PSP), including fron-

totemporal dementias caused by Tau mutations

(FTDP17; see Goedert et al. 2011). These obser-
vations established a role for Tau in its own right

as a disease-causing agent. Why Tau and Ab

enter a special relationship in AD is still amatter
of debate, but recent results from transgenic

mice suggest that Tau pathology is not simply

a downstream consequence of Ab pathology,
but necessary for the appearance of Ab-induced

toxicity (for a review, see Morris et al. 2011).

Regarding therapy, the Tau-based research

has led to several approaches (reviewed by
Schneider and Mandelkow 2008; Lee et al.

2011). They are directed against hyperphos-

phorylation (e.g., the search for kinase inhibi-
tors or phosphatase enhancers), aggregation

(e.g., aggregation inhibitors), compounds pro-

moting microtubule stability (to compensate
for Tau dysfunction), and Tau-based immuno-

therapy. So far, no treatment has arrived in the

clinic.
A number of excellent reviews on the biol-

ogy and pathology of Tau have appeared over

the past few years (Cassimeris and Spittle 2001;
Garcia and Cleveland 2001; Terwel et al. 2002;

Dehmelt and Halpain 2005; Andreadis 2006;

Ballatore et al. 2007; Gotz et al. 2007, 2010;
Iqbal and Grundke-Iqbal 2008; Schneider and

Mandelkow 2008; Sergeant et al. 2008; Aguzzi

and Rajendran 2009; Spires-Jones et al. 2009;
Iqbal et al. 2009; Wolfe 2009; Goedert et al.

2010; Morris et al. 2011; Salminen et al. 2011).

This brief review will cover a few salient as-
pects, with an emphasis on Tau structure and

interactions.

TAU DOMAINS

Human Tau is encoded on chromosome 17q21
(Neve et al. 1986). The protein occurs mainly in

the axons of the CNS and consists largely of six

isoforms generated by alternative splicing (Goe-
dert et al. 1989). They differ by the presence or

absence of two near-amino-terminal inserts of

29 residues each, encoded by exons 2 and 3,
and by one of the repeats (R2, 31 residues) in

the carboxy-terminal half. Different names are

in use, derived from inserts/repeats, number
of residues, or clone names, as summarized in

Table 1.

There are additional minor isoforms in the
CNS (see review by Andreadis 2006), and a

“big Tau” isoform occuring predominantly in

the peripheral nervous system (PNS), equiva-
lent to 2N4R plus 242 residues from exon 4a

(Couchie et al. 1992; Goedert et al. 1992). The

organization of other mammalian Taus (e.g.,
mouse, rat, cow) is similar, with only a few alter-

ations, mostly in the amino-terminal region, for

E.-M. Mandelkow and E. Mandelkow
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example, mouse Tau is 11 residues shorter

(ranging from 341 to 430 residues) and has a

carboxy-terminal half identical to human Tau
(Lee et al. 1988).1 Tau, together with MAP2

andMAP4, forms a family of proteins with sim-

ilar domain structure, with up to five repeats of
≏31 residues in the carboxy-terminal half and

an amino-terminal half of variable size (MAP2,

1858 residues [4R], mostly in neuronal den-
drites; MAP4, 1152 residues [4R], ubiquitous

in many cell types; Cassimeris and Spittle 2001;

Dehmelt and Halpain 2005; Doll et al. 1993).
Domains of Tau (Fig. 1) can be defined on

the basis of their microtubule interactions

and/or their amino acid character. Chymotryp-
tic cleavage in vitro behind Y197 generates two

fragments whose carboxy-terminal part binds

to microtubules and promotes their assembly,
and hence is termed the “assembly domain”

(Steiner et al. 1990). The amino-terminal

fragment does not bind to microtubules but

projects away from the microtubule surface
and hence is termed “projection domain” (Hi-

rokawa et al. 1988). A more detailed analysis,

based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy, confirms and refines these fea-

tures: Pronounced interactions with microtu-

bules (MT) occur beween Tau residues 200
and 400 (Mukrasch et al. 2005; Sillen et al.

2007) and thus cover the repeat domain plus

the adjacent flanking domains of ≏40 residues
each, consistent with binding studies (see

below). However, weaker interactions are also

distributed elsewhere in the carboxy-terminal
half of Tau (Mukrasch et al. 2009).

The overall amino acid composition is

unusually hydrophilic, consistent with the
unfolded character of the protein. In full-length

Tau (2N4R) there are 80 S or Tresidues, 56 neg-

ative (D þ E), 58 positive (K þ R), and eight
aromatic (5 Y, 3 F, and no W). Thus the protein

has an overall basic character, but the amino-

terminal ≏120 residues (including the two
inserts) are predominantly acidic, and the car-

boxy-terminal ≏40 residues are roughly neu-

tral. This asymmetry of charges is important
for interactions with microtubules and other

partners, internal folding, and Tau aggregation.

The middle region (AA 150–240) contains
numerous prolines, many of them as SP or TP

motifs (targets of proline-directed kinases), up

to seven PXXP motifs (binding sites of proteins
with SH3 domains); hence this region is consid-

ered as a “proline-rich domain.” Another region

(≏400) containing several prolines is down-
stream of the repeat domain. These proline-rich

domains have acquired a special importance in

the field because they harbor many epitopes of
antibodies that become hyperphosphorylated

in AD, often at SP or TP motifs, and are there-

fore diagnostic for the disease state, both in
human patients and in animal models.

TAU STRUCTURE

Because of its hydrophilic character, Tau does

not adopt the compact folded structure typical
of most cytosolic proteins. In fact, evidence

from various biophysical methods (circular

Table 1. Isoforms of Tau protein

Clone Inserts/repeats

Number

of amino

acids

(AA)

MW

(kDa)

htau40 2N4R 441 45.9

htau39 2N3R 410 42.6

htau34 1N4R 412 43.0

htau37 1N3R 381 39.7

htau24 0N4R 383 40.0

htau23 0N3R 352 36.7

big Tau 2N4R

þ exon 4a

695 72.7

1A note on “repeat” nomenclature. Lee et al. (1988) noticed
the repeating character of the Tau sequence and defined as
repeats the 18-AA stretches of the motifs VXSK to PGGG
because of their high sequence homology. The intervening
13 or 14 residues were less conserved and were termed
“interrepeats” (Goode and Feinstein 1994). Later, the com-
parison of 3R and 4R-isoforms revealed that the residues
encoded by exon 10 correspond exactly to one repeat of 31
residues (VQIINK . . . PGGGS), suggesting this as a natural
unit for the definition of a repeat (Himmler et al. 1989). In
this paper we adhere to this definition, so that the four
repeats of human Tau correspond to the sequences 244–
274, 275–305 (exon 10), 306–336, and 337–368. Thus,
one repeat in our definition corresponds roughly to one
13-AA interrepeat plus the following 18-AA repeat in the
earlier definition.
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dichroism, NMR and small angle X-ray scatter-

ing [SAXS]) show that the entire Tau molecule
is “natively unfolded” or “intrinsically disor-

dered” (Schweers et al. 1994; Mukrasch et al.

2009). This means that the polypeptide chain
is highly flexible and mobile; there is only a

low content of secondary structures (a-helix,

b-strand, poly-proline II helix), which are,
moreover, transient (Fig. 1, top). This corre-

sponds to the observation that Tau can fulfill

its physiological function of stabilizing MTs
even after harsh treatment (heat, acid), which

forms the basis of the biochemical preparation

of assembly-competent Tau (Fellous et al.
1977). The loose disordered character of Tau is

revealed by its unusually large extent in solu-

tion, sweeping out a volume ≏27 times that of
an equivalent compact molecule (Mylonas et al.

2008). This illustrates that Tau could form tran-

sient interactions with a multiplicity of other
proteins in the crowded environment of a cell.

In spite of the disorder on the local level, Tau

shows a preference for global interactions

between domains that can be likened to a
“paperclip,” where the amino-terminal, car-

boxy-terminal, and repeat domains approach

each other (Jeganathan et al. 2006).

TAU AND MICROTUBULES

Microtubules are protein polymers of the cyto-

skeleton with diverse cellular tasks, best known

for their role in stabilizing cell shape, mitosis,
and as tracks for intracellular transport by

motor proteins. Microtubules can be prepared

from brain extracts by repetitive cycles of assem-
bly and disassembly which can be monitored

conveniently by light scattering (Gaskin et al.

1974;Weisenberg 1972). Therebyone copurifies
many proteins termed microtubule-associated

proteins, including Tau. Tau and other MAPs

stabilize microtubules by binding to the MT
surface and promote their self-assembly from

tubulin subunits, but they are not essential
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Figure 1. Domains and structural elements in Tau. Top: Representation of Tau deduced from NMR (Mukrasch
et al. 2009). Most of the chain is unfolded (black lines), with a few short and transient elements of secondary
structure (a-helix red, b-strand yellow, poly-proline helix green). The red box indicates the region of the two
hexapeptide motifs responsible for Tau aggregation. Middle: Domain subdivision (following Gustke et al.
1994). The carboxy-terminal half promotes microtubule assembly, and the amino-terminal half projects out
from the microtubule surface. N1, N2 and R2 may be absent owing to alternative splicing. R1–R4 represent
the repeat domain; together with the flanking domains, this represents themicrotubule interaction domain.Bot-
tom: Approximate location of interaction sites with other proteins.
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for microtubule structure. Reported dissocia-

tion constants range from ≏0.02 to ≏1 mM,
depending on isotype, mutations, phosphory-

lation and other modifications, and method

of determination (Cleveland et al. 1977a;
Butner and Kirschner 1991; Goode and Fein-

stein 1994; Gustke et al. 1994; Hong et al.

1998; Makrides et al. 2004; Sillen et al. 2007).
Generally, Tau mutations (i.e., those occurring

in FTDP17) tend to weaken the binding to

microtubules somewhat (Hong et al. 1998;
Barghorn et al. 2000); phosphorylation can have

small or major inhibitory effects, depending

on the type and numberof sites (e.g., phosphor-
ylation at sites inside the repeat domain has a

larger effect than at sites outside; Biernat et al.

1993). Isoforms with more repeats (e.g.,
2N4R) tend to bind more strongly than shorter

ones (e.g., 0N3R).

The exact binding site of Tau on MT is
not known, despite various attempts by differ-

ent imaging techniques, and despite the fact

that the structure of microtubules is known at
high resolution (Fig. 2; Nogales et al. 1999).

The uncertainty is largely due to Tau’s loose

and natively unfolded structure, which oblit-
erates imaging contrast, both for negative

staining or cryo-EM and atomic force micro-

scopy (AFM) imaging (Al-Bassam et al. 2002;

Santarella et al. 2004; Schaap et al. 2007).

In contrast, other well-folded MT-interacting
proteins have been located with high precision,

for example, kinesin and doublecortin (Kik-

kawa et al. 2000; Wendt et al. 2002; Moores
et al. 2004; Santarella et al. 2004). The presence

of up to four repeats in Tau has led to the idea

that Tau repeats and tubulin subunits bind to
each other in a commensurate fashion, but

this is not supported byother data. For example,

Fauquant et al. (2011) recently achieved very
tight microtubule binding (Kd ≏ low nanomo-

lar range) for the 117 residue Tau fragment

208–324 (corresponding roughly to domains
P2–R3 which stretch across two adjacent ab-

heterodimers of tubulin). This argues that the

central part of Tau is aligned along protofila-
ments, consistent with cryo-electron micro-

scopy data.

In neurons, Tau is strongly substoichiomet-
ric comparedwith tubulin (≏20–40 mM tubulin

compared with ≏1 mM Tau or less [Cleveland

et al. 1977b; Hiller and Weber 1978]); in vitro
binding studies show saturation at Tau:tubu-

lin ratios up to ≏0.5, that is, about one Tau

molecule for two tubulin ab-heterodimers
(Gustke et al. 1994; Makrides et al. 2004), and

this ratio holds for Tau molecules with different

numbers of repeats, consistent with the model

Tau

Kinesin

–End +End

α β α β α β α β α β

Figure 2. Visualization of Tau and kinesin bound to microtubules. The diagram shows a Tau molecule and a
kinesin motor domain bound to a microtubule protofilament (row of ab-tubulin heterodimers). All molecules
are in the same size range (≏350–450 residues), but tubulin and kinesin are compactly folded. Tau is not and
therefore occupies a much larger volume, loosely filled with polypeptide chain and highly mobile. Structures
modeled after Nogales et al. (1999) (tubulin), Sack et al. (1997) (kinesin), and Hoenger et al. (1998) (docking
of kinesin on microtubule). Tau is shown as a random coil; its microtubule-bound conformation is not known.
(Figure composed by A. Marx.)
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of Knossow and colleagues (Fauquant et al.

2011). The highly acidic carboxy-terminal ≏30
residues of tubulin are important for tight bind-

ing (Littauer et al. 1986), but they are also

natively unfolded and thus structurally invisi-
ble. Quick-freeze deep-etching reveals stubs of

Tau’s projection domain ≏18 nm in length,

with a low stoichiometry (0.2; Hirokawa et al.
1988). This projection is similar to the length

of the repeat domain seen by the glycerol spray

technique (Wille et al. 1992), but given that the
radius of gyration in solution is only ≏6.5 nm,

these values probably represent highly extended

extremes.
In considering functions of Tau with re-

gard to MTs, it is useful to distinguish direct

and indirect interactions. Direct interactions
include the binding, stabilization, and promo-

tion of MTassembly that can be modulated by

Tau and its phosphorylation (Brandt et al.
2005; Dolan and Johnson 2010). This function

requires the MT-binding domain (repeats þ

flanking domains), but not necessarily the pro-
jection domain. A more subtle effect is the pro-

tection of microtubule ends against length

fluctuations (dynamic instability), that is their
ability to shrink and grow in a stochastic man-

ner. Control of the rate of “catastrophe” and

“rescue” is important for cellular organization
(Hoogenraad and Bradke 2009), and overstabi-

lization by Tau can impair cell viability (Panda

et al. 2003; Thies and Mandelkow 2007; this
effect is exploited in cancer chemotherapy

by using drugs such as taxol; Wilson and

Jordan 2004).
Indirect interactions affect other proteins

that may or may not interact with MT by them-

selves, and may require the projection domain
of Tau. An example is the spacer function of

MAPs, which helps to establish a “clear zone”

around microtubules in cells. This spacer func-
tion is pronounced for large MAPs (e.g.,

MAP2), whereas Tau and its cousin MAP2c

allow a much closer apposition, suggesting
that the long and acidic projection domains of

MAP2/MAP4 are responsible formutual repul-

sion (Chen et al. 1992; Umeyama et al. 1993).
Another indirect function is the inhibition of

MT-dependent transport by motor proteins,

which is based on the competition between

motors (kinesin, dynein) andMAPs for binding
sites on theMTsurface (Seitz et al. 2002; Stamer

et al. 2002; Dixit et al. 2008). Thirdly, because

MTs are distributed throughout cellular space,
they provide natural anchoring structures for

cell components in general. A classical example

is the association of cAMP-dependent kinase
(PKA) with the projection domain of MAP2

via the RII-docking subunit (Obar et al.

1990), which is important for phosphorylation
of cAMP response element binding protein and

neurite outgrowth (Harada et al. 2002). Various

other kinases can be found enriched in MAP-
microtubule fractions, for example, GSK3b,

cdk5, MAP kinase, and others (Mandelkow

et al. 1992; Morishima-Kawashima and Kosik
1996). In particular this includes major brain

tyrosine kinases (e.g., Fyn, Src, Lck, Abl) that

can bind to the PXXPmotifs in the proline-rich
domain of Tau through their SH3 domain

(Fig. 1, bottom; Bhaskar et al. 2005; Williamson

et al. 2008; Ittner et al. 2010).

STRUCTURE OF TAU FIBERS (PHFs)

Given that Tau is hydrophilic, unstructured, and

dynamic, its aggregation into seemingly well-

ordered and periodic fibers in AD is counterin-
tuitive. In fact, the solubility of Tau in vitro is

≏ millimolar, much higher than its concentra-

tion in cells (≏ micromolar), which explains in
part why it has taken a long time to discover

assembly conditions in vitro (Fig. 3; Wille et al.

1992; Crowther et al. 1994; Wilson and Binder
1995). However, two factors contribute to push-

ing Tau toward aggregation. One is the charge

compensation of the basic middle part of Tau
by polyanions. In vitro this can be achieved by

sulfated glycosaminoglycans (e.g., heparin,

heparan sulfate, etc.; Goedert et al. 1996; Perez
et al. 1996), which helps to overcome the nucle-

ation barrier. A similar effect can be induced by

nucleic acids (Kampers et al. 1996), acidic lipid
micelles (e.g., made from arachidonic acid;

Wilson and Binder 1997), acidic peptides

(Friedhoff et al. 1998) or even carboxylated
microbeads (Chirita et al. 2005). In neurons,

the inducers of Tau fibrillization are not known,

E.-M. Mandelkow and E. Mandelkow
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but acidic cofactors are likely (intriguingly, Tau
can occur in nuclei and near ribosomes, rich

in nucleic acids; Papasozomenos and Binder

1987). Of special interest is the case of microtu-
bules that represent an array of acidic proteins,

owing to their highly charged carboxy-terminal

peptides. Tau binds strongly to the MT surface,
but surprisingly does not self-assemble; rather,

the MTsurface can be overloaded with a coat of

Tau molecules in a nonfilamentous form
(Ackmann et al. 2000). Since the Tau–Tau inter-

action site largely overlaps with the Tau–MT

interaction site (Mukrasch et al. 2005), it appears
thatMTs override Tau’s capacity for fibrillization,

perhaps by stabilizing a nonaggregant conforma-

tion. Thus, MTs act effectively as chaperones for
Tau to prevent their abnormal aggregation.

The second factor essential for Tau assembly

is its propensity for b-structure, encoded in
short hexapeptide motifs at the beginning of

R2 and R3 (VQIINK and VQIVYK; von Bergen

et al. 2000). Disruption of these motifs (e.g., by
proline mutations) abrogates Tau’s tendency to

aggregate, not only in vitro, but also in cell

and animal models (Khlistunova et al. 2007;
Mocanu et al. 2008; von Bergen et al. 2001).

Conversely, strengthening the b-propensity by

mutations (e.g., DK280 or P301L) accelerates
aggregation in vitro and in animal models.

The small size of the b-motifs, embedded in a

disordered protein, made it difficult to detect
their role, so that the nature of Tau as an “amy-

loid” protein remained controversial for a long

time. However, the b-structure has now been
verified by circular dichroism and FTIR (Barg-

horn et al. 2004), NMR (Mukrasch et al. 2009),

electron diffraction (Berriman et al. 2003),
X-ray fiber diffraction (Giannetti et al. 2000),

and even X-ray crystallography (Sawaya et al.

2007). While the presence of a cross-b structure
in the core of PHFs is unambiguous, its ar-

rangement in detail is still unknown. Electron

paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR)
studies suggest that the initial ≏20 residues of

R2 and R3 are stacked axially in the extended

b-structure and in register (Margittai and Lan-
gen 2004, 2006). This still leaves various options

for the course of the polypeptide chain that are

currently being explored by solid-state NMR (A
Lange, MPI Göttingen, pers. comm.). These

insights will help to define the 3D structure of

the core of PHFs, which in turn will allow to
design specific inhibitors of aggregation target-

ting the repeat domain (Pickhardt et al. 2005;

Figure 3. Tau fibers. Left: Twisted fibers appearing as “paired helical filaments” isolated from Alzheimer brain
tissue, with ≏80 nm periodicity (arrowheads). Right: Fibers assembled in vitro from the proaggregant Tau
repeat domain (K18DK280). Note the similarity of the twisted structures, even though the repeat domain con-
tains only ≏27% of the full-length protein. (Micrographs by E.M. Mandelkow and S. Barghorn.)
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Bulic et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011). One recent

example is the design of a capping peptide
blocking the elongation of PHFs (Sievers

et al. 2011).

Even if the 3D structure of the repeat
domain in the PHF corewere known, this would

reveal only a minor part (,25%) of the struc-

ture of Tau fibers.2 The remainder, which
includes the amino-terminal half and the

carboxy-terminal tail, has been remarkably

difficult to image by different types of micro-
scopy and has been dubbed the “fuzzy coat”

(Crowther and Wischik 1985; Wischik et al.

1988). This coat is still highly mobile even in
the aggregated state (Sillen et al. 2005), similar

to Tau itself and the projection domain of

MT-bound Tau. It can be viewed as a “soft pol-
ymer brush” extending from the PHF core, and

able to enter multiple interactions with other

cellular components (Wegmann et al. 2010).

TAU AND AD

Tau is a major MAP in the brain, but in this
regard it is not more or less interesting than

other MAPs that have been discovered and

classified over the years (MAP1, MAP2, MAP4,
etc.; Cassimeris and Spittle 2001; Dehmelt

and Halpain 2005). The major interest in Tau

stems from its aggregation in AD and other

tauopathies. There has been a debate on

whether Tau is causal to the disease or just a
byproduct of some disease process. For the

case of AD the case is still open, and changes

in Tau are mostly viewed as a consequence of
Ab pathology (Haass and Selkoe 2007).3 How-

ever, the discovery of mutations in the Tau

gene causing frontotemporal dementias has
confirmed a causative role of Tau in neurode-

generation (Hutton et al. 1998; Poorkaj et al.

1998; Spillantini et al. 1998), as well as the iden-
tification of Tau as one of the risk factors in PSP,

PD and others (Hardy and Singleton 2008).

Even in the context of AD, the active contribu-
tion of Tau was highlighted by animal models,

suggesting that Tau is required for the induction

of Ab-induced toxicity (Roberson et al. 2007).
In fact, an increased Tau level alone suffices as

a risk factor, as demonstrated for the H1c hap-

lotype (Myers et al. 2007). This provides a
rationale for the quest for Tau-lowering drugs.

The intense search for disease-related prop-

erties of Tau has revealed numerous changes,
compared with Tau in nondiseased neurons

(Table 2). The problem is to determine which

of these changes are causative for disease,
whether they are specific, or whether they are

simply consequences of an altered state of the

cell. We will consider only a few of these mech-
anisms here. Asmentioned above, nomutations

in Tau are known that cause bonafide AD. Some

changes are common to several tauopathies
(e.g., aggregation), others occur not only in dis-

ease but also in physiological states. A case in

point is phosphorylation: In AD the level is
high (eight or more phosphates per Tau mole-

cule, comparedwith only≏two in normal adult

brain; Kopke et al. 1993), but in normal fetal
brain it is also high (≏ four), and likewise it

is high in hibernating animals (Hartig et al.

2A note on “PHF” terminology. The term “paired helical fil-
ament” (PHF) was introduced by Kidd (1963) to describe
the filaments in AD neurons, long before their composition
was known. The term describes the twisting structure with a
crossover repeat of ≏80 nm and a stain-filled groove run-
ning along the center, which appears to divide the fiber
into two subfibers ≏10 nm wide. Not all fibers have this
appearance, some are “straight fibers” (SF), others have var-
iable crossover repeats, but these differences appear to arise
from variations in the packing of Tau molecules (Crowther
1991), depending on isoform composition and bound
cofactors. There has been an ongoing debate on whether
the two subfibers are genuine or merely staining artifacts.
An alternative description is that of twisted ribbons,
≏22 nm wide and ≏10 nm thick (Moreno-Herrero et al.
2004; Pollanen et al. 1997; Wegmann et al. 2010). There is
little evidence for the existence of physically separate subfib-
ers; on the contrary, AFM imaging and force application
suggest that subunits are stacked axially, not side by side
(Wegmann et al. 2010). Thus, the term “Tau fibers” is
more appropriate than “PHFs,” although the latter is prob-
ably too established to fade away.

3A note on Tau misfolding. In pathological conditions, Tau
is sometimes described as “misfolded,” implying that Tau
could also be properly folded in normal conditions. How-
ever, because Tau is intrinsically disordered, this concept
has little explanatory value. In fact, the best folded state of
Tau is that in Tau fibers where at least the repeat domain
has a well-defined structure, dominated by b-sheet interac-
tions. In this sense, tauopathies are protein aggregation dis-
eases, but not protein misfolding diseases.

E.-M. Mandelkow and E. Mandelkow
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2007). Thus hyperphosphorylation is not an

absolute indicator of a disease state but rather

appears to reflect a state of the cell where the
balance of kinases versus phosphatases is tipped

in favor of phosphorylation; or conversely a low

level of phosphorylation may simply reflect the
activity of phosphatases (mainly PP2a) during

preparation (Matsuo et al. 1994). The ready

response of Tau to such a change is not surpris-
ing, considering its disordered structure and

numerous potential phosphorylation sites.

Other cellular targets should sense the change
in biochemical potential in a similar fashion,

and in fact this has been demonstrated, for

example, for neurofilaments (Ishihara et al.
2001). An overall shift of phosphorylation

potential can occur, for example, by a tempera-

ture drop during anesthesia or experimental
diabetes, which reduces the activity of PP2a

and thus mimics an Alzheimer-like phosphory-

lation state on Tau, reminiscent of the effects of
aging (Planel et al. 2007a; Planel et al. 2007b;

Veeranna et al. 2009). Conversely, heat stress

and oxidative stress activate PP2a and thus gen-
erate a low state of Tau phoshorylation, which

protects against DNA damage (Davis et al.

1997; Sultan et al. 2011). Therefore, efforts are
underway to develop treatments for AD by

reducing Tau phosphorylation, either by inhib-

iting key kinases (e.g., Ahn et al. 2005; Seabrook
et al. 2007) or by activating phosphatases such

as PP2a (Tanimukai et al. 2005).

The majority of potential P-sites on Tau are

found to be phosphorylatable (.45; Hanger
et al. 2007), and multiple kinases are able to

phosphorylate Tau. A subset of sites have gained

prominence because they are recognized by
antibodies raised against ADTau in a phosphor-

ylation-dependent manner and are thus useful

as diagnostic reagents. They include PHF1
(pS396 þ pS404; Greenberg and Davies 1990),

several of the AT series of antibodies (Biernat

et al. 1992; Goedert et al. 1994), for example,
AT8 (pS202 þ pT205), AT180 (pT231 þ

pS235), AT270 (pT181) and AT100 (pT212 þ

pS214), and Sternberger monoclonal antibod-
ies of the SMI series (e.g., SMI31, 33, 34;

Lichtenberg-Kraag et al. 1992; for a complete

list see www.alzforum.org). Most of these sites
include SP or TP motifs and are therefore tar-

gets of proline-directed kinases (e.g., GSK3b,

cdc2, cdk5, MAPK, JNK). Other nonproline
directed sites include the KXGS motifs in the

repeats whose phosphorylation by MARK or

related kinases of the AMPK family (Drewes
et al. 1997) strongly decreases the Tau–MT af-

finity, as recognized by antibody 12E8 (Seubert

et al. 1995).
A primary preoccupation of “Tauists” over

the years has been the search for functional con-

sequences of the bewildering complexities of
phosphorylation. This search has taken two

main directions, for consequences regarding

microtubule binding and for those affecting
Tau aggregation. Owing to differences in exper-

imental procedures and detection methods,

it is difficult to summarize the body of data,
but there appears to be a consensus that phos-

phorylation tends to weaken the Tau–microtu-

bule affinity. Some sites are efficient in
detaching Tau from MT, notably S262 in R1,

phosphorylated by MARK and related kinases

(Mandelkow et al. 2004), or S214 in the pro-
line-rich domain, phosphorylated by PKA

(Brandt et al. 1994; Illenberger et al. 1998). By

contrast, proline-directed sites (SP or TP
motifs) are prominently phosphorylated by

the proline-directed kinases mentioned above,

and although single sites have only a small effect,
a combination of them can also considerably

weaken the interactions with microtubules

Table 2.Changes of Tau protein in tauopathies

Mis-sorting (somatodendritic compartment)

(Hyper-)phosphorylation

Dissociation from microtubules

Aggregation (PHF)

Proteolytic processing

Ubiquitination

Glycation

Glycosylation

Oxidation

Nitration

Acetylation

Amino acid modifications

Altered isoform distribution

Mutations in Tau gene (FTDP17)

Tau Protein in Neurofibrillary Degeneration
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(Hernandez andAvila 2007; Sergeant et al. 2008;

Stoothoff and Johnson 2005). For the disease
process, the important implication is that Tau

is protected against aggregation while bound

to MT, but not when it is detached by
phosphorylation.

For Tau aggregation the consequences of

phosphorylation are even less clear. The fact
that Tau phosphorylation precedes aggregation

in AD has led to the assumption that phosphor-

ylation drives Tau into aggregation, and certain
highly phosphorylated states of Tau may be

prone to aggregation (Iqbal et al. 2008). How-

ever, in vitro this cannot be confirmed in a gen-
eral way; on the contrary, phosphorylation

at certain sites (e.g., KXGS motifs) protects

against aggregation (Schneider et al. 1999). By
comparison, polyanionic cofactors are far supe-

rior to phosphorylation in stimulating Tau

aggregation. In our view it is therefore question-
able whether strategies to reduce phosphoryla-

tion (e.g., kinase inhibitors) will be effective in

preventing Tau aggregation (even though they
may be beneficial for other reasons).

Another major modification of Tau in AD

is proteolytic cleavage. Tau contains many
potential cleavage sites accessible to multiple

proteases, yielding breakdown products that

could be toxic in various ways. For example,
cleavage of the tails by caspases (behind D421

or behind D13; Gamblin et al. 2003; Horowitz

et al. 2004; Rissman et al. 2004) perturbs the
paperclip folding of Tau (Jeganathan et al.

2006) and makes it more vulnerable to aggrega-

tion. Tau can be cleaved by calpain at a number
of sites (Canu andCalissano 2003; Park and Fer-

reira 2005). This generates a metastable frag-

ment A125–R230 that spans several PXXP
motifs and therefore has the potential of scav-

enging SH3-containing proteins including

tyrosine kinases (Garg et al. 2011). This Tau
fragment of MW ¼ 10.7 kDa orMr ¼ ≏17 kDa

was thought to mediate Ab toxicity (Park and

Ferreira 2005) in neurons, but this remains a
matter of debate. A third type of cleavage occurs

by PSA (puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase),

discovered by a genomic screen for modifiers
of tauopathy in flies (Karsten et al. 2006). This

enzyme cleaves substrates into small peptides

and may therefore contribute to the degrada-

tion of Tau, independently of the proteasome
and/or autophagy (see below). Finally, an indu-
cible cell model of Tau aggregation revealed a

complex cleavage pattern whereby a cytosolic
protease with thrombin-like characteristics

cooperates with a lysosomal protease (cathepsin

L) to generate a fragment S258–I360 with a
high propensity for aggregation, sufficient to

nucleate and coaggregate with endogenous

Tau (Wang et al. 2009).
We will mention other biochemical modifi-

cations only in passing: Oxidation (which is

prominent in aging neurons) affects in the first
instance the two cysteines C291 (in R2) and

C322 (in R3). They can be cross-linked to

form dimers, which greatly enhances the rate
of aggregation or as an intra-dimer disulfide

bridge, which locks the molecule in a folded

conformation (Schweers et al. 1995). Ubiquiti-
nation occurs at several lysines (K254, 257, 311,

317, perhaps also 280, 294, 343, 353) that are all

in the repeat domain (Morishima-Kawashima
et al. 1993). It participates in the protein triage

process whereby the chaperone system decides

whether to keep the protein for refolding or to
send it to the proteasome for degradation (Pet-

rucelli et al. 2004; Shimura et al. 2004b).

O-GlcNac glycosylation is found on many
residues, especially in S/T-P motifs, as an

alternative for phosphorylation. The reaction

protects proteins against aberrant phosphoryla-
tion but becomes defective in AD, thus allowing

an increase in phosphorylation (Li et al. 2006).

Nitration of tyrosine residues occurs via peroxy-
nitrate during oxidative damage (Reynolds

et al. 2007). It changes Tau’s conformation

and reduces MT binding, but also reduces
aggregation. Four of the five Tyr residues can

be nitrated (Y18, 29, 197, 394); remarkably,

the only tyrosine in the repeat domain (Y310)
is not affected, possibly because of a protec-

tive conformation within R3. Acetylation of

lysines affects predominantly K280, impairs
MT binding of Tau, promotes aggregation and

potentially interferes with ubiquitination and

thus degradation of Tau (Cohen et al. 2011;
Min et al. 2010). Finally, because Tau and its

aggregates are long-lived, they are subject to

E.-M. Mandelkow and E. Mandelkow
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nonenzymatic modifications. One is glycation

by AGEs (advanced glycation end products);
this decreases MT binding, promotes aggrega-

tion, activates RAGE receptors and thus causes

oxidative damage (Ledesma et al. 1994). Other
time-dependent changes in Tau include deami-

dation, isomerization, cross-linking and non-

enzymatic cleavage around Asp residues; this
is the cause of the “highMW smear” that is typ-

ical of Alzheimer Tau preparations run on SDS

gels (Watanabe et al. 2004).
The most obvious change of Tau in AD is

its aggregation, noticed already by Alois Alz-

heimer more than 100 years ago. The principles
of aggregation are now reasonably well under-

stood from in vitro studies (see above), but it

has been difficult to reproduce this in cell and
animal models. This is not surprising given

the slow growth of aggregates in aging human

brains compared with the short lifetimes of
cell cultures or transgenicmice. A breakthrough

came with the introduction of Tau mutants

discovered in FTDP17 (Lewis et al. 2000),
because their aggregation was sufficiently fast

to be observed in mice. Mouse models of AD

and tauopathies have been reviewed exten-
sively in the literature (Gotz and Ittner 2008;

Morrissette et al. 2009). Here we focus on

some lessons learned from inducible cell and
mouse models: An inducible N2a cell model,

expressing the Tau repeat domain in a “proag-

gregant” form (construct K18–DK280) that
aggregates rapidly because of its high propen-

sity for b structure, develops Tau fibers within

3 days after switching the Tau gene expression
on. This is possible, despite the short time

window, because endogenous proteases cleave

out an even more proaggregant fragment that
nucleates Tau fibers and coassembles intact

Tau. When switching expression off, aggregates

disappear within 4 days. showing that the cell
retains the ability to recover. Comparison

with an antiaggregant form of the Tau repeat

domain (which does not form b structure
because of proline mutations in the hexapep-

tide motifs) reveals that toxicity leading to cell

death occurs only with b-structure and aggre-
gation. Toxicity and aggregation can both be

prevented by aggregation inhibitors that break

b structure (von Bergen et al. 2001; Khlistunova

et al. 2007).
These results can be transferred, cum grano

salis, to inducible transgenic mice expressing

the same construct of Tau (Mocanu et al.
2008). Only proaggregant TauRD causes neuro-

fibrillary tangles; these mice have cognitive

deficits, correlating with loss of synapses and
neurons and impaired LTP. Importantly, cogni-

tive deficits and loss of synapses can be rescued

by switching off the expression of the toxic pro-
tein (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, aggregates persist in

the brain, but change their composition from

mixed exogenous þ endogenous Tau to endog-
enous mouse Tau only. The explanation is that

proaggregant TauRD nucleates aggregation, but

once the nucleation barrier has been overcome,
endogenous Tau coaggregates, and these aggre-

gates persist beyond the switch-off of exogenous

Tau because endogenous Tau is still present
(Sydow et al. 2011). This observation highlights

the dynamic nature of Tau fibers and suggests

the possibility of intervention by aggregation
inhibitor compounds. Qualitatively similar

results were obtained with another inducible

mouse expressing Tau with the proaggregant
mutation P301L (Santacruz et al. 2005). Here,

too, toxicity and memory deficits were related

to aggregation, and recovery of memory oc-
curred after switch-off, yet aggregates tended

to persist (in this case, the antiaggregant version

of the protein was not tested). These results
mean that the toxic agent is the continued

expression of aggregation-prone Tau. Hyper-

phosphorylation is a consequence of this, but
not the cause. A possible explanation is that

exposure of b-strands in cells, ready to interact,

represents a toxic burden to the cell and overex-
erts the cell’s chaperone-based defense system,

which is designed to “detoxify” such exposed

b-strands.

DISTRIBUTION OF TAU

The bulk of Tau is located in the brain,

specifically in neurons. It is ubiquitous in

immature neurons but becomes axonal during
maturation, accompanied by a shift toward

higher-molecular-weight isoforms and reduced

Tau Protein in Neurofibrillary Degeneration
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phosphorylation (Drubin and Kirschner 1986;

Kosik et al. 1989). Even after maturation, low
levels of Tau are present in other neuronal com-

partments, for example, the nucleus (Loomis

et al. 1990; Sultan et al. 2011) and dendrites
(Papasozomenos and Binder 1987), and in

other brain cells, notably oligodendrocytes

(Goldbaum et al. 2003; LoPresti et al. 1995).
Moreover, Tau mRNA can be detected in

many cell types (Gu et al. 1996), even in muscle

fibers where Tau forms aggregates in inclusion
body myositis (Askanas and Engel 2008).

The pathway of neuronal sorting is still

incompletely understood; several mechanisms
appear to contribute, for example, selective pro-

tein transport into axons and selective degrada-

tion in dendrites (Hirokawa et al. 1996; Nakata
and Hirokawa 2003), selective axonal transport

of TaumRNA (Aronov et al. 2002), and selective

up-regulation of translation in axons (Morita
and Sobue 2009). Transport of Tau into axons

occurs as part of the slow axonal transport com-

ponent SCa (Mercken et al. 1995), probably
as part of a (transient) complex with tubulin

oligomers driven by kinesin, which provides

directional bias and yet allows a high rate of
diffusion (Baas and Buster 2004; Konzack

et al. 2007).

The issue of axonal sorting is important
because missorting of Tau into the somatoden-

dritic compartment is recognized as one of the

earliest signs of neurodegeneration in AD and
in mouse models (Braak et al. 1994; Coleman

and Yao 2003). Entry of Tau into dendrites

(e.g., triggered by Ab, glutamate, oxidative
stress, etc.) causes a decay of dendritic spines

mediated byCa2þ influx throughNMDA recep-

tors and thus a decay of neuronal communica-
tion (Fig. 4; Mattson 2004; Shankar et al. 2007;

Zempel et al. 2010).

Tau is not merely transported as a cargo but
can actively interfere with microtubule-

dependent traffic because it can compete with

motors for binding tomicrotubules and thereby
slow down both anterograde and retrograde

transport by kinesin or dynein motors (Stamer

et al. 2002; Dixit et al. 2008). Alternatively, Tau
could inactivate selected motor complexes, by

Figure 4. Dendritic missorting of Tau and synaptic decay. Top: Mature primary rat hippocampal neuron at 21
DIV with numerous dendritic spines, 18 h after transfection with full-length Tau (2N4R, tagged with CFP,
blue). Note that Tau has invaded dendritic shafts and spines. Bottom: At 48 h after transfection most spines
have shrunk or disappeared. (Adapted from Thies and Mandelkow 2007; reprinted, with permission, from
the author.)
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direct binding to kinesin (Utton et al. 2005), by

sequestering the kinesin-associated protein JIP1
(in case of the K369I mutation; Ittner et al.

2009), or by activating phosphatase PP1 and

kinase GSK3b through Tau’s amino-terminal
18-residues, leading to the release of cargo

vesicles from kinesin light chains (Kanaan

et al. 2011). Similarly, the amino-terminal
domain of Tau binds to the p150 subunit of

dynactin and thereby supports transport by

dynein, which can be disrupted by the R5L
mutation in Tau (Magnani et al. 2007). These

modes of Tau-transport interference could

contribute to the movement deficits observed
in the first generation of Tau-transgenic mice

with pan-neuronal expression of Tau (Lee

et al. 2005; Terwel et al. 2002).
Tau is normally a cytosolic protein, but its

occurrence outside cells has become important

for studying and diagnosing the AD disease
process. One reason is that Tau is elevated in

the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) at an early stage

of AD and therefore serves as a biomarker
(Hampel et al. 2010; Blennow et al. 2011). The

origin of CSF-Tau is not clear, but dying

and disintegrating neurons could contribute
to it. In fact, recent microdialysis experiments

suggest that Tau is even higher in the inter-

stitial fluid (Yamada et al. 2011). Another
recent development is derived from the earlier

observation that Tau pathology spreads in the

brain in awell-definedmanner, so that its distri-

bution can be correlated with the clinical stages
of the disease (Braak stages; Braak and Braak

1991). One hypothesis is that affected neurons

release pathological Tau, which is taken up by
neighboring cells and thus spreads the pathol-

ogy in a prion-like fashion (Clavaguera et al.

2009; Frost et al. 2009). Several mechanisms
can be envisaged for this release and re-uptake

(e.g., via exosomes;Aguzzi andRajendran2009).

Alternatively, affected neurons could release fac-
tors (e.g., cytokines) that then challenge other

neurons, either directly or via intermediate

cells; an example is the cytosolic accumula-
tion of Tau in neurons encountering activated

microglia or exposed to tumor necrosis factor

a (Gorlovoy et al. 2009).

TAU BINDING PARTNERS

Since Tau is highly flexible and carries many

charges it has the capacity to interact with
many partners in the crowded cytosol. This is

one of the characteristic features of intrinsically

disordered proteins (Dunker et al. 2008). Most
of these interactions will be short-lived and dif-

ficult to detect. Table 3 presents selected Tau

interacting proteins reported in the literature.
Various methods to detect these have been

employed so that the results are not strictly

comparable (e.g., antibody pulldown, FRET,

Figure 5. Loss and recovery of memory in regulatable Tau-transgenic mice. The mice express the proaggregant
Tau repeat domain (K18DK280). Expression is switched OFF in the presence of doxycyclin, and ON without
doxycyclin in the drinking water (tet-off system; Gossen and Bujard 2002), and tested in the Morris Water
Maze. Left: Control mouse learns position of hidden platform quickly, short length of swimming path. Center:
Mouse after switching the Tau repeat domain ON for 12 months has severe learning deficits, and requires a long
time and long path length to find the platform.Right: Samemouse as before, after switching Tau expressionOFF
again for 4 weeks. The memory has returned to control levels (details in Sydow et al. 2011).

Tau Protein in Neurofibrillary Degeneration
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Table 3. Binding partners of Tau protein

Binding partner

Binding region

of Tau Remarks References

Microtubules Repeat domain þ

flanking regions

Butner and Kirschner

(1991); Gustke et al.

(1994)

Actin filaments MAPs cross-link MTand actin

fil.; Tau on actin fil. in growth

cone; Tau in stress-induced

actin–cofilin rods

Fulga et al. (2007); Griffith

and Pollard (1978); Roger

et al. (2004); Whiteman

et al. (2009)

Neurofilaments MAPS cross-linking

MT-neurofilaments

Aamodt and Williams

(1984)

Ribosomes Colocalization with polysomes Papasozomenos and Binder

(1987)

GSK3b Amino-terminal;

Exon 1–6

In complex with presenilin Sun et al. (2002); Takashima

et al. (1998)

Fyn Proline-rich domain Tau binds to SH3 domain,

truncated Tau causes

accumulation of fyn in cell

body

Belkadi and LoPresti (2008);

Ittner et al. (2010); Klein

et al. (2002); Lee et al.

(1998); Reynolds et al.

(2008)

Src Proline-rich domain Lee et al. (1998); Reynolds

et al. (2008)

Lck Proline-rich domain Lee et al. (1998); Reynolds

et al. (2008)

Pi3K Proline-rich domain Reynolds et al. (2008)

JIP1 Competes with kinesin in axonal

transport

Ittner et al. (2009)

PP-2a Repeat domain þ

AA 221–242

Facilitated binding with Pin1 Lu et al. (1999); Sontag et al.

(1999)

Hsp70/Hsc70 Repeat domain Sarkar et al. (2008); Wang

et al. (2009)

Hsp90 VQIVYK motif

involved

Dickey et al. (2007); Tortosa

et al. (2009)

Hsp27 PHF Tau Shimura et al. (2004a)

CHIP Dickey et al. (2007); Shimura

et al. (2004b)

BAG-1 Tau-BAG-1 association is

Hsc70-dependent

Elliott et al. (2007)

Ubiquitin Repeat domain Ubiquitination of PHF Tau Morishima-Kawashima et al.

(1993)

Dynactin Amino-terminal,

Exon1 þ 4

Disrupted by R5L mutation Magnani et al. (2007)

Kinesin LC Proline-rich domain Phosphorylation-dependent Utton et al. (2005)

Pin1 Proline-rich

domain,

especially pT231–

P232 site, also

pT212–P213 site

Lu et al. (1999); Smet et al.

(2004)

FKBP52 Through heat shock proteins

(HSP)

Chambraud et al. (2010)

Continued
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colocalization by microscopy, coassembly, yeast
2-hybrid, etc.).

By far the most predominant interaction of

Tau is that withmicrotubules, so that themicro-
tubule network can effectively be imaged by

fluorescently labeled Tau, and Tau becomes

randomized when MTs break down (curiously,
databases of protein–protein interactions tend

to ignore this major interaction partner of

Tau). However, even with MTs the interaction
is short-lived (dwell time ≏4s; Konzack et al.

2007; Samsonov et al. 2004), which explains

why Tau can diffuse quite rapidly (diffusion
constant D ¼ ≏3 mm2/s). This interaction is

based on the repeats þ flanking domains, but

can be interrupted by phosphorylation at
key sites (e.g., KXGS motifs in repeats), which

leads to the diffuse distribution of Tau in the

cytosol and probably contributes to the somato-
dendritic missorting in degenerating neu-

rons (Zempel et al. 2010). Interactions of Tau

with other cytoskeletal elements have been
reported as well, notably intermediate fila-

ments (Aamodt andWilliams 1984) andmicro-

filaments (F-actin; Griffith and Pollard 1978;
Roger et al. 2004). For example, Tau detached

from MT by phosphorylation at the KXGS

motifs tends to colocalize with actin filaments
in growth cones (Biernat et al. 2002; Fulga

et al. 2007) or in actin–cofilin rods (Whiteman

Table 3. Continued

Binding partner

Binding region

of Tau Remarks References

FKBP51 Hsp90 cochaperone Jinwal et al. (2010)

Cdc37 Hsp90 cochaperone (interacts

with Tau)

Jinwal et al. (2011)

Calmodulin Repeat domain,

especially R3, AA

318–335

Ca2þ dependent Padilla et al. (1990); Lee and

Wolff (1984); Baudier and

Cole (1988)

S100b Ca2þ, Zn2þ-dependent Baudier and Cole (1988);

Baudier et al. (1987)

a-Synuclein Repeat domain Induces fibrillization of Tau Giasson et al. (2003); Jensen

et al. (1999)

14-3-3 Repeat domain,

Proline-rich

domain, S214,

S324, S356

Forms ternary complex with

SGK1 and Tau

Chun et al. (2004);

Hashiguchi et al. (2000);

Sluchanko et al. (2009)

Presenilin MTBR Through GSK3 Takashima et al. (1998)

ApoE MTBR Strittmatter et al. (1994)

Annexin A2 Involving R406 Linking Tau to plasma

membrane

Gauthier-Kemper et al.

(2011)

Lipid bilayers Repeat domain Anionic lipid vesicles induce

aggregation

Chirita et al. (2003);

Elbaum-Garfinkle et al.

(2010); Wilson and

Binder (1997)

Membrane-associated

proteins

Amino-terminal

projection

domain

Interaction with annexin A2,

disrupted by R406W

mutation.

Interaction with Fyn at lipid rafts

Brandt et al. (1995);

Gauthier-Kemper et al.

(2011); Williamson et al.

(2008)

DNA Tau protects DNA against heat

and oxidative stress

Sultan et al. (2011)

mRNA, tRNA, rRNA Repeat domain RNAs induce aggregation of Tau

Tau on ribosomes, nucleolus

Kampers et al. (1996)

Loomis et al. (1990)

Tau Protein in Neurofibrillary Degeneration
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et al. 2009). These non-MT interactions need

not be direct, but could be mediated by other
cytoskeleton-associated proteins, consistent

with genetic evidence that links modifiers of

Tau pathology to the actin network (SUT-1;
Kraemer and Schellenberg 2007).

Binding sites of Tau have been reported for

several kinases and phosphatases (Reynolds
et al. 2008; Sontag et al. 1999). The binding sites

lie in or near the MT-binding domain (Fig. 1).

Here it is important to distinguish between
short-lived interactions that lead to phosphory-

lation and the longer-lived interactions that

characterize the complexes. Unlike MAP2,
which has a recognition site for the RII subunit

of PKA, Tau does not have a well-characterized

binding site for kinase-regulatory proteins.
The best-defined kinase interaction sites are

the PXXP motifs in the proline-rich domain

that can bind to SH3-containing proteins
including tyrosine kinases Fyn, Src, or Lck

(Reynolds et al. 2008; Williamson et al. 2008).

Thus, overexpression of Tau fragments lacking
the repeat domain, which stay in the cell body

because they cannot be sorted into the axon,

also leads to a local accumulation of Fyn (Ittner
et al. 2010), and presumably other SH3-domain

proteins. A role for Tau–Fyn interactions has

been postulated for oligodendrocytes where
the complex is transported into cell processes

in a MT-dependent manner and is required

for myelination (Belkadi and LoPresti 2008;
Klein et al. 2002). In neurons, the Tau–Fyn

complex becomes enriched in lipid rafts upon

exposure to Ab (Williamson et al. 2008). An
analogous cotransport of Tau with Fyn has

recently been postulated for neuronal dendrites

and spines, enabling Fyn to phosphorylate
NMDA receptors and to mediate Ab-induced

excitotoxicity. This way Tau might play a role

in the regulation of neuronal network activity
(Ittner et al. 2010; Morris et al. 2011).

A number of studies have dealt with the

interactions of Tau with the chaperone system.
Proteins such as hsp70 and their binding

partners (e.g., CHIP) are thought to control

the level of soluble Tau and thus help to prevent
aggregation in a phosphorylation-dependent

manner (Shimura et al. 2004a,b; Dickey et al.

2007; Petrucelli et al. 2004). The binding site

has been mapped to the motif VQIVYK, the
same as the site responsible for b-structure

and aggregation (Sarkar et al. 2008). Since chap-

erones bind to short peptides with hydrophobic
character, this finding suggests that the cell

protects itself against aggregation by two types

of “chaperones”—microtubules for the bound
state, and hsp70 for the unbound state. Inde-

pendently of this, there is a debate on whether

Tau is degraded via the proteasome or the
autophagy pathway, which may depend on cell

type or phosphorylation state. However, it is

noteworthy that the repeat domain possesses
two motifs of the consensus type KVERQ,

which interact with hsc70 for chaperone-

mediated autophagy (Wang et al. 2009). Other
interactors of Tau are linked to chaperone com-

ponents, for example the prolyl isomerase

Pin-1 (Liou et al. 2003), FKBP51, FKBP52
(Chambraud et al. 2010; Jinwal et al. 2010).

Pin-1 isomerizes the motifs pT212-P and

pS231-P in the proline-rich domain from cis

to trans and thus allows the dephosphorylation

by PP-2a and recovery of microtubule binding

(Smet et al. 2004).
Among the nonprotein interaction partners

of Tau, the interactions with the plasma mem-

brane and with nuclear components have been
intriguing over the years. The emerging picture

is that a small fraction of cellular Tau binds to

the membrane through membrane-associated
proteins, for example, annexins or proteins of

lipid rafts (Williamson et al. 2008; Gauthier-

Kemper et al. 2011). Independently of that,
Tau can also interact with anionic lipid bilayers

andmicelles, at least in vitro (Chirita et al. 2003;

Elbaum-Garfinkle et al. 2010). The significance
in a cellular context is not clear at present, but

micelles of arachidonic acid have been sug-

gested as nucleators of Tau aggregation (Wilson
and Binder 1997). Likewise, the interactionwith

nucleic acids was suggested from the observa-

tion of nuclear Tau (Loomis et al. 1990);
RNAs became interesting as potential nuclea-

tors of Tau aggregation (Kampers et al. 1996),

but insights into functions came recently with
the discovery that Tau can protect DNA against

heat and oxidative damage (Sultan et al. 2011).
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Given Tau’s versatile structure, one can expect

that the list of interactors will surely grow;
for further details we refer to Table 3. The inter-

action pathways will hopefully reveal novel in-

sights into approaches that suppress the toxic
insults of Tau in the human brain.
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